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A really short time ago, in a faraway kingdom... It was a beautiful day. A beautiful princess was sitting on a swing.
Suddenly, a magical fairy appeared and said: "Watch out, princess! I am a fairy-slaying ninja spy! I'm going to turn your

beautiful hair into 100 diamonds. All the dwarves in the kingdom will love it! And your princess will be so happy!" And the
fairy princess screamed: "DON'T YOU DARE! I AM NOT A CRAP OF A COWARD!" But the fairy began to smash her head into

her chin, and her hair into a sea of diamonds. She screamed and screamed, but the fairy-slaying ninja-spy still went on
and on. Finally the fairy princess gave up and said: "All right, I'll do it! I'll obey you. I'll be quiet. And I'll hide you with
diamonds. But only in one place, OK?" "Very well," said the fairy princess. "I'll find 100 gnomes for you." And the fairy
princess turned into a well. "You can't go down there, it's not deep. I put a bridge down there. You can't find gnomes

there. I'm a gnome hunter. I'm going to bring back 100 gnomes for you. OK, follow me to the gnome house!" The good
fairy princess began to make her way back towards the kingdom, counting on the gnomes to show her the way. But the
fairy-slaying ninja-spy knew where each gnome lived. And she began to dance all over the place, smashing the gnomes'

heads in, and covering the kingdom with diamonds, too! And the good fairy princess said: "Oh no, I'm not going to do that.
I'll go back and find 100 gnomes. It's a human who came to take care of them. So, I'll be the good fairy princess. And I will

remain a fairy princess. OK? I'm not a coward. I'm a fair princess. I have my word. Ok, let's hope that's true." And she
began to collect gnomes. "I'm going to take it easy and not be here. So,

Features Key:
Original concept: a strange way of finding out the answer to the Tetra-S paradox

Hint: behind this title there is a great deal that is interesting and unknown to other games
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Gameplay modes: standard, puzzle, map, and a corrupt one
Fun: ways to get the game is fun, like an MMO, one of your friends has gotten into it, and instead you get in too...

The non-standard way
This is it. I made it about two years ago and I thought to take it. It is in Tetrasquare (logic), like Tetraellum, Matateta, and
Quatrale but with different fields, every field can contain only odd or only even numbers, but the number of squares is not
predefined. Let's see each one one by one. 1
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